

    
    
		
                
                    


                    
                    
                    	
                    		
                    		
                    	

                    

                    
                
        

	
			
	
    
        
            
                
                    
                    
                    
                    
                        Welcome to the SUPPLY CHA!NGE website


Photo exhibitions, street actions, researches, demands, political and business advocacy – choose a flag for activities in your country or visit the European page for an overview. In the world of photo exhibitions, street actions, research, and political advocacy, the addition of casino sites may appear unconventional. However, it's essential to recognize that leisure and entertainment encompasses diverse interests. While our main focus is on arts and politics, we acknowledge that some individuals also find casino sites intriguing, as they provide thrilling and exciting entertainment. Visit 카지노 사이트 추천 to find the best and highly recommended casino platforms to begin your play safely.#MakeSupermarketsFair

Justice for my cookies

In the EU we eat cookies, every day. These contain the hidden ingredients of human rights abuses and environmental damage. As citizens, we refuse to support this any longer, and push for the EU to hold European businesses accountable for violations taking place throughout their whole supply chains. 
Read more about the petition

make orange juice fair!

In the name of the 24 507 people who asked to “stop the squeeze out and make orange juice fair”, members of SUPPLY CHA!NGE on 13th of October 2016 carried out a stunt in front of the Hilton Hotel in Antwerp, Belgium. Caged in a massive trolley they attracted the attention of 100s of passers-by to the annual Juice Summit, where all the main players in the worlds’ juice industry meet. 
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